“Today, outsourcing can be a prudent business practice
for any manufacturer as it can reduce costs and free-up
capital to explore and develop new products, keeping a
company vibrant and profitable.”
Steve Sgammato
The benefits for any medical product or medical component manufacturer can be
highly favorable for current or ‘on-the-drafting board’ items. Further, the use of
concurrent engineering methods adds to the value of outsourcing because the design
engineer can play an integral role in the process.

Concurrent Engineering
The traditional, textbook definition of concurrent engineering is to develop products in parallel.
The same concept and process can be applied to existing products once a company has
approved the mission to review products for manufacturing outside the family. This business
strategy can be applied to nearly each and every product.
Following the steps of concurrent engineering practices can speed up the process and eliminate cumbersome
and unnecessary tasks, while actually making it possible to do more with less.
The key area is for the design engineer to bring in the contract manufacturer (CM) as soon as possible and work
together to evaluate products for outsourcing; then, create the plan to move the product overseas.
According to Steve Sgammato,
President and Electronic Hardware
Corporation, a New York based
contract manufacturer with
operations in the US and China,
“The way to reduce the time-line and streamline the process is to work within the concurrent engineering framework.
It’s important that the internal engineer and the CM work together from the beginning. This enables a product, a series of
products, or components to be identified, quickly evaluated, and the ones selected that will best benefit from being
made elsewhere.”
“The reason for this is simple,” he explained. “The design engineer knows the complexities of the product and the outsourcing
person knows the capabilities of his overseas facilities. Work symbiotically . . . two different disciplines come together
to form a very advantageous partnership.”

As with all of our custom
products, we individually
engineer our medical
clamps to perform to
their highest level and
to integrate seemlessly
with the equipment they
are intended to support.

EHC’s medical clamps are ideal for securely
attaching infusion pumps to medical poles.
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Our decision to outsource
In the late 1990s Electronic Hardware Corporation (EHC) of Farmingdale, NY had reached a vital crossroads in its history. The
manufacturer of injection-molded plastic knobs, dials, and pointers to the builders of consumer and commercial electronic
devices was awash in spiraling costs. Its competitive ability was under fire. No matter what it did, internally EHC couldn't make
a profit. "We were treading water at best," says Steven Sgammato, President of EHC. "We ran the gamut of incorporating new
efficiencies and nothing worked. It all came down to labor and overhead since there's minimal automation in our processes."
As manufacturers struggle trying to deal with offshore competitors, many have chosen outsourcing to third world nations as
their only answer to survival. EHC executives felt that developing direct relationships with assembly plants in China might be
an effective way to lower manufacturing costs without the risky capital investment of building, then maintaining a plant. In the
end, not only would this decision turn a $750,000 annual loss into a $1.2 million profit in three years, it would also reveal an
entirely new and lucrative revenue stream.

How EHC has evolved to meet today’s challenges
Under speculative circumstances, EHC began its China outsourcing "adventure."
"We began with the 'low hanging fruit'," says Sgammato, "larger quantities, less
sophistication, fewer steps, legacy products that would transition well to China."
The success enabled the company to quickly return to profitability and inspired
it to establish a separate division, EHC OEM. Leveraging these lessons learned
combined with over 50 years of manufacturing experience, EHC OEM now
serves as a supplier of end-to-end outsourced manufacturing solutions.

Why our experience can help your business
The past several years EHC has helped over thousands of small and mid-sized American and European OEMs with their contract
manufacturing needs. EHC oversees the projects, handles the engineering and project management, as well as logistics.
Currently, there is a tendency to base outsourcing decisions solely on current performance rather than potential improvements
offered by internal or external solutions. Even after years of belt tightening and incremental gains in efficiency, most manufacturers
can still achieve 20-30 percent gains in direct labor productivity.
Manufacturers are faced with major challenges such as geographically diverse supply chains, reduced margins, tightening
business regulations, and ever-increasing customer expectations. But they're also discovering that the extended supply
chain represented by having their products manufactured offshore is not detrimental if they use the right approach. Part
of that is managing the supply chain effectively,

With our many years
of experienced supply
chain management we
are able to minimize
any guesswork.

Tightly coordinated resources
ensure improved shipping times.

EHC maintains
strategically located
stocking points.
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